The Eternal Tour: a mobile timeline of a place called Rome

CALL FOR PARTICIPATION
Do you live in a place called Rome or Roma?
Participate in a global storytelling project! Tell your story of Rome.
ReBuilding Rome includes stories from people who live in places called Rome or
Roma from around the world. These stories will make up an audio tour of Rome.

To participate, review the photographs below and choose one for your
story. These photos are from Rome, Italy, but your story should be
about the Rome or Roma where you live. We would like you to choose
a photograph that reminds you in some way of a place in your own
Rome/Roma, either because of how it looks, or the type of activity that
goes on there. Please email your reason for choosing that site, and in
one paragraph, tell us about something which has happened in the
corresponding place in your own city. This could be an historical event,
like a political protest or an important speech, or a personal
experience, like getting lost there or perhaps you witnessed a robbery
in the place the photo reminds you of.
We will choose approximately 10 of these stories. We will contact you
to let you know if your story has been selected for the project and then
record your story by phone or through the Internet. Visitors to The
Eternal Tour this summer in Rome, Italy will listen to these stories as they
bike through the city, touring the places where the photos were taken.
The stories will also be online for people around the world to listen to.
There is no payment for contributing stories. All of the project’s
storytellers will be credited and listed on the project web site.
EXTENDED Deadline: May 10, 2008
To participate send an email to Janus@rebuildingRome.com with your name,
email address, mailing address including country, telephone number, and Skype
address if you have one. In the subject line of the email indicate the number of the
photograph you are writing about.

Fore additional information about this storytelling project, visit
www.rebuildingRome.com or email janus@rebuildingRome.com
From the following two sheets of Photographs of Rome select a photo and tell a
story about your Rome. Be sure to indicate the photograph you selected in your
email.
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